
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. G003594

LEVICTOR LEVINGSTON, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

EMPIRE SCAFFOLD, LLC, EMPLOYER RESPONDENT

ARGONAUT INSURANCE COMPANY,
INSURANCE CARRIER/TPA RESPONDENT

OPINION FILED FEBRUARY 25, 2011

Hearing conducted before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MARK
CHURCHWELL, in El Dorado, Union County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by HONORABLE R. THEODOR
STRICKER, Attorney at Law, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

The respondents were represented by HONORABLE WILLIAM C.
FRYE, Attorney at Law, North Little Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on

December 9, 2010, in El Dorado, Arkansas.  A Prehearing

Order was entered in this case on October 4, 2010.  The

following stipulations were submitted by the parties and are

hereby accepted:

1. The employee/employer/carrier relationship existed
between the parties on July 24, 2009.

2. The claimant was making an average weekly wage of
$850.00 which entitled him to a temporary total
disability rate of $562.00 per week. 

3. Any further benefits have been controverted in
their entirety.

4. Claimant has not been paid any benefits.
 
By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated

and resolved at the present time were limited to the

following:

Claimant:
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1. Impairment rating (reserved).

2. Permanent partial disability (reserved). 

3. Additional and future medical.

4. Wage loss & rehabilitation (reserved).

5. Attorney fees.

Respondent:

1. Compensability.

2. Temporary total disability (reserved).

3. Medical.

4. Permanent disability (reserved).

The record consists of the December 9, 2010, hearing

transcript and the exhibits contained therein.  

DISCUSSION

In a Prehearing Order filed on October 4, 2010, the

claimant contended in part that he sustained a compensable

injury to his right shoulder. (Comm. Exh. 1 p. 3) The

Prehearing Order contains no contention as to how, when or

where the alleged injury occurred.  However, the parties did

stipulate that the employment relationship existed between

the parties on July 24, 2009. (Comm. Exh. 1 p. 1)

At the hearing, the claimant testified that since 2003,

he has been employed by Empire Scaffolding about 60 percent

of the time. (T. 10) The claimant testified that he would

work until a layoff, and normally, during the 40 percent of

the time that he was not working for Empire Scaffolding, he

would draw unemployment. (T. 10-11)  
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Troy Cornell, the site manager for Empire Scaffolding

at the Lyon Oil Company work site, testified that Empire

Scaffolding at that site builds scaffolding to assist others

in such tasks as welding or bolting pipe or pouring

concrete. (T. 86)  Mr. Cornell testified that the claimant

was hired for the Number Four Revamp at the Lion Oil site. 

(T. 85) During a plant shut down, as when the claimant

worked at the Lion Oil site in 2009, Empire Scaffolding has

had as many as 500 employees on staff. (T. 100) However, as

the work finishes up, Empire Scaffolding reduces its staff

size to a staff of approximately 23 employees. (T. 100)  

Mr. Cornell testified that the chain of command,

without including helpers, is lead carpenter, foreman,

supervisor and site manager. (T. 101) Mr. Cornell testified

that general workers, such as the claimant, were hired to

carry material to and from the jobs. (T. 88) 

Mr. Cornell testified that he dated the claimant’s

wife’s aunt, Sheila Stanton, for approximately two years

beginning in January of 2008, and that Sheila advised Mr.

Cornell that her niece’s husband (i.e., the claimant) was

looking for work and had worked previously in scaffolding. 

(T. 69, 82) Mr. Cornell testified that Mr. Cornell contacted

the claimant about working for Empire Scaffolding at the

Lion Oil site. (T. 70)

As regards the present claim for an allegedly work

related shoulder injury while the claimant worked for Empire
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Scaffolding in 2009, Mr. Cornell testified that he recalls

the claimant’s foreman coming to Mr. Cornell in

approximately August of 2009 seeking to get rid of the

claimant because the claimant was missing a lot of time from

work. (T. 68) Mr. Cornell testified that he called the

claimant to see what was going on. (T. 69) Mr. Cornell

testified regarding the events thereafter as follows:

Q.  So you contact Mr. Levingston.  What does he tell
you?
A.  That he was interested in –- oh, you’re talking –
oh, for the injury.  I contacted him, I want to say his
wife, he was sleeping or he wasn’t there, but he would
call me back.  Well. He called me back.  I asked him
what the deal was, why he was missing so many days. 
Said he got injured.
    I said, “Did you get injured at the plant?”
    He said, “No, it was offsite of work.”
    I said, “Okay.”  I said, “Before you return to the
job, you have to have a doctor’s excuse to return to
work.”
    Which apparently, he had – when I had talked to
him, I guess he had got hurt a few weeks prior to that,
because I had to dig in the medical file afterwards,
and there was a couple of doctor’s excuses in the
medical file, I want to say, from July or somewhere.
Q.  And when you say excuses –
A. He had – (reviewing documents).  The only ones I
have are the ones from August, but thought there was
one from July.
Q.  For the judge’s purposes, I want to make sure we
identify them.  They are already in the record.  That
would be August 14th.
A.  I’ve got the 17th, the 19th, and the 31st. (T. 70-71)

With regard to the end of the claimant’s work at Empire

Scaffold, Mr. Cornell testified that the claimant was not

terminated. (T. 75) Mr. Cornell testified that the claimant

requested to be laid off because of his shoulder, and Mr.

Cornell refused to provide the claimant a lay off for a
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1The claimant worked a twelve hour night shift
beginning at either 6 p.m or 7 p.m. and ending at either

personal injury. (T. 76) Mr. Cornell testified that he got a

notice from unemployment in 2010, and that the claimant

contacted him after the notice wanting to know why Mr.

Cornell did not sign off on unemployment. (T. 76) Mr.

Cornell testified that the first that he had heard that the

claimant was filing a claim for workers’ compensation

benefits was in the summer, apparently meaning the summer of

2010, when he was contacted by the corporate safety man and

by Susan Whitley of Argo Insurance. (T. 80-81)

The hearing record includes a Commission Form AR-C

signed by the claimant and by his attorney on or about

April 29, 2010, indicating that the claimant had injured his

right shoulder on April 24, 2009, while carrying six 10 foot

planks. (R. Exh. 2 p. 15) At the hearing conducted on

December 9, 2010, however, the claimant and his attorney

identified the date of injury as July 24, 2009, and the

claimant testified that the injury occurred when he was

carrying six or seven bars on his right shoulder. (T. 14 -

15)

The claimant testified that he told his lead carpenter

about the injury and finished the shift at his lead

carpenter’s request because the crew was already short

handed. (T. 17) The claimant testified that when he woke up

to get ready for work that night1, his shoulder was swollen
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6 a.m. or 6 p.m.

2On three occasions on direct examination the claimant
testified that he went to the Medical Center one day, and
went to AHEC the next day.  (T. 19, 21, 22)  After relaying
the same account three times, the claimant then changed his
testimony to he went to the Medical Center on Thursday,
called AHEC on Friday, and was unable to get an appointment
until Monday.  (T. 22)  I note that neither account
corresponds with his medical records which indicate initial
treatment at the Medical Center of South Arkansas on a
Monday (August 10, 2009) and his first treatment at AHEC was
either on a Friday (August 14, 2009) or a Wednesday
(August 19, 2009) (R. Exh. 1 p. 7-15)  

and very hot, and he could not stand for anything to touch

it, so he went to the hospital at Union Medical Center of

South Arkansas to get it checked out. (T. 17-18) The

claimant testified that he was at that time given an excuse

not to work. (T. 19) The claimant testified three times that

he followed up the next day at AHEC2, where the cost of

treatment is based on ability to pay. (T. 19, 21-22) The

claimant testified that AHEC gave him another doctor’s

excuse for one or two weeks. (T. 19)

The claimant testified that AHEC did not want him to go

to work, and that when he got home he called Mr. Cornell and

informed Mr. Cornell that he had been injured and would not

be at work that night. (T. 20).

I gather from the claimant’s testimony that he recalls

being off work because of his shoulder for various periods

thereafter until he was ultimately approached by one of the

supervisors about his absenteeism. (T. 23-25) The claimant

testified that he contacted Mr. Cornell to see if he could
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be laid off because of his shoulder (rather than

terminated), and according to the claimant, Mr. Cornell

responded, “Go ahead and get your unemployment.” (T. 25-26)

I note that contrary to the claimant’s testimony on

direct examination that his shoulder problems started on

July 24, 2009, a medical report from the Medical Center of

South Arkansas dated August 10, 2009, indicates that the

claimant’s shoulder problems started on Saturday, August 8,

2009. (R. Exh. 1 p. 12) Contrary to the claimant’s testimony

that he went to the Medical Center of South Arkansas on the

day after an incident at work, the records from Medical

Center of South Arkansas indicate that the claimant

presented there at approximately 5:48 p.m. on Monday, i.e.,

two to three days after the claimant’s symptoms began. (R.

Exh. 1 p. 7)

The respondent’s wage records indicate that the

claimant worked twelve hours on Saturday, August 8, 2009,

did not work on Sunday or Monday, and worked twelve hours on

Tuesday and on Wednesday, August 11-12, 2009. (R. Exh. 2 p.

12)

The medical records from the emergency room at the

Medical Center of South Arkansas on Monday, August 10, 2009,

state in part that the patient’s “Chief Complaint” was “R

shoulder pain” that began three days earlier, and included

“Additional Findings” of “...has been doing a lot of lifting

at job!!” (R. Exh. 1 p. 9) The medical records from AHEC on
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August 19, 2009, contain a history of the claimant’s right

shoulder “pain started on [sic] 10 days ago while lifting

boards at work.” (R. Exh. 1 p. 16)

When questioned by the administrative law judge how he

could testify with such clarity regarding events on dates

that clearly do not coincide with his wage records and/or

his medical records, the claimant testified:

Well, I’m not – I mean, I’m not sure on the dates. 
I’ve never been a big date person or anything like
that.  I mean, as far as people, I’m not real good with
names, but if I see your face, I’ll know that I know
you. (T. 62)

As indicated above, the claimant presented to the

emergency room of the Medical Center of South Arkansas with

right shoulder pain on August 10, 2009.  He received an ice

pack and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories. (R. Exh. 1 p.

11) His shoulder range of motion was recorded as full but

painful. (R. Exh. 1 p. 9) The physical examination section

of the report has circled “tenderness.” (R. Exh. 1 p. 12) I

am unable to read the handwritten “Clinical Impression”

recorded therein except for the word “shoulder.” (R. Exh. 1

p. 11)

According to the reports offered into evidence, the

claimant was next evaluated at the AHEC Family Medical

Clinic.  In a report dated August 19, 2009, the claimant was

assessed with a shoulder strain. (R. Exh. 2 p. 18) The

claimant was prescribed rest for another five days and was

prescribed 10 mg Flexeril tablets to be taken every four to
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six hours, not to exceed three per day. (R. Exh. 1 p. 18)  

The report refers to tenderness and weakness of the right

shoulder on examination. (R. Exh. 2 p. 17) The report states

that the claimant complained of joint swelling and muscle

weakness. (R. Exh. 1 p. 16)

The claimant returned to AHEC Family Medical Clinic on

August 31, 2009.  At that time, he was assessed with an

unchanged shoulder strain, was continued on Flexeril and

Mobic was added. (R. Exh. 1 p. 21) Dr. Edgar Carretero

indicated that the claimant had no deformities and was

probably experiencing bursitis of the glenohumeral capsule. 

(R. Exh. 1 p. 21) This report also refers to tenderness and

weakness of the right shoulder on examination. (R. Exh. 1 p.

20) The report states that the claimant was complaining of

shoulder pain.  (R. Exh. 1 p. 19)

Issue 1: Admissibility Of Respondent’s Proffered Documents

The claimant objects to the admissibility of the first

three medical reports in Respondents’ Exhibit No. 1 on the

grounds that these reports lack relevance because they make

no reference to a shoulder injury. (T. 6) The respondents’

attorney contends these reports contain evidence bearing on

the extent of the claimant’s unemployment before the alleged

injury at issue in this claim. (T. 6) These documents will

be accepted into evidence for the purpose of assessing the

claimant’s testimony that he was employed approximately 60%
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of the time and unemployed approximately 40% of the time

while working for Empire Scaffolding since 2003.

The claimant also objects on relevance grounds to the

results of two drug screens from 2009 coming into evidence. 

Mr. Frye indicated that these documents go to the claimant’s

credibility and his period of employment. (T. 7) I note that

a discrepancy exists as to when the claimant started working

at the El Dorado site, whether the claimant failed only one

drug test or instead two drug tests before being put to

work, whether the claimant passed any drug tests before

being put to work, and whether the claimant was even

employed by Empire Scaffolding on April 24, 2009, the date

of alleged injury on his Form AR-C in the record.  

I note that the positive drug screen on March 24, 2009,

and the negative drug screen on June 8, 2009, are consistent

with Mr. Cornell’s testimony that (1) the claimant only

failed one drug test then passed one drug test and that (2)

the claimant would not have been permitted to work at the El

Dorado site if he had failed two drug tests in a row. (T. 

74) These same drug screens rebut the claimant’s testimony

that he failed two drug screens and never passed a drug

screen before starting work at the El Dorado site. (T. 12)  

These documents are relevant to the accuracy of the

information that the claimant and Mr. Cornell provided to

this Commission in their hearing testimony and are also

accepted into evidence.
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Issue 2: Compensability

To prove the occurrence of a compensable injury as a

result of a specific incident which is identifiable by time

and place of occurrence, the claimant must establish by a

preponderance of the evidence: (1) that an injury occurred

arising out of and in the scope of employment; (2) that the

injury caused internal or external harm to the body which

required medical services or resulted in disability or

death; (3) that the injury is established by medical

evidence supported by objective findings, as defined in Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-102(16); and (4) that the injury was caused

by a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place

of occurrence.  Mikel v. Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56

Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876 (1997).  “Objective findings”

are defined by statute as “those findings which cannot come

under the voluntary control of the patient.”  Ark. Code Ann.

§ 11-9-102(16)(A)(i).

In the present case, I find that the claimant failed to

support either his diagnosed shoulder strain injury or his

diagnosed probable bursitis of the glenohumeral capsule with

objective medical findings.  With regard to the report of

“tenderness” and “weakness” of the claimant’s right shoulder

on physical examination, I note that the courts have

concluded that tenderness is measured by the patient’s

subjective reaction to stimuli, can be controlled by the

patient, and is therefore not objective.  Kimbrell v.
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3See Hayes v. Wal-Mart Stores,71 Ark. Code Ann. 207, 29
S.W.3d 751 (2000)(discussing passive versus active range of
motion testing).

Arkansas Dept. of Health, 66 Ark. App. 245, 989 S.W.2d 570

(1999).  While there may be some means to objectively

document a finding of “weakness,” the claimant has the

burden of proof, and in the present case, there is no basis

from which to conclude that “weakness” was determined

objectively rather than subjectively based on the claimant’s

reaction to stimuli. 

With regard to the notation of full but painful range

of motion, I note that range of motion testing can be

performed objectively or subjectively3, but at any rate, in

the present case “full” range of motion is not indicative of

any abnormality and would therefore not support the

existence of an injury. “Painful” range of motion, like

“tenderness” in Kimbrell, supra., I find to be based on a

patient’s subjective reaction to stimuli, can be controlled

by the patient, and therefore is not objective.  Similarly,

the claimant’s complaints of muscle weakness and joint

swelling documented in the record are the patient’s

description, and therefore come within the voluntary control

of the patient, and are not objective.   

In Estridge v. Waste Management, 343 Ark. 276, 33

S.W.3d 167 (2000), the Arkansas Supreme Court determined

that a prescription for Valium “as needed for muscle spasm”
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4Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary 1519 (30th

Ed.) indicates that “prophylactic” means to ward off or
prevent something.

qualified as an objective medical finding.  In Fred’s Inc.

v. Jefferson, 361 Ark. Ark. 258, 206 S.W.3d 238 (2005), the

Court affirmed a Commission finding that a prescription for

Flexeril and physical therapy, under the chronology and

circumstances of the case, also met the statutory

requirement. In Denning v. Wal-Mart Associates, 2009 Ark.

App. 842, the Court of Appeals reversed the Commission’s

finding that a Flexeril prescription failed to satisfy the

objective findings requirement where the Flexeril

prescription was accompanied with preprinted after-care

instructions indicating that the Flexeril was being

prescribed for muscle spasms.  In Rodriguez v. M. McDaniel

Co., Inc., 98 Ark. App. 138, 252 S.W.3d 146 (2007), the

Court of Appeals affirmed a Commission finding that a

prescription for Robaxin did not satisfy the objective

findings requirement under circumstances where the

prescribing physician did not state why the medicine was

being prescribed, medical testimony in the record indicated

that Robaxin can be prescribed for prophylactic4 purposes,

and nothing in the emergency room records indicted that the

patient was experiencing muscle spasms at that time.  

In the present case, I note that the claimant has been

prescribed Flexeril and Mobic.  Nevertheless, I find the
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5 The Supreme Court in Jefferson referred to the
diagnosis at one point as a contusion and at another point
as a bruise.  The Full Commission has distinguished two
subsequent cases from Jefferson, in part, based on the
presence of a contusion or bruise in Jefferson, and the
absence of a similar abnormality in the subsequent cases. 
See Sparks v. Arkansas Department of Correction, Full
Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed April 30,
2010 (F800085) and Ard v. St. Vincent Health Services, Full
Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed May 21, 2008

present case distinguishable from the relevant chronology

and circumstances presented in Estridge, in Denning and in

Jefferson, and I find that the prescriptions for Mobic and

Flexeril do not satisfy the objective findings requirement

under the chronology and circumstance of the present case

for the following reasons.

First, I find the present case distinguishable from

Estridge and in Denning, because in each of those cases the

physician prescribed medication for muscle spasms.  Under

those circumstances, in Estridge the Supreme Court concluded

that “A doctor would not prescribe medication directed to be

taken ‘as needed for muscle spasm’ if he did not believe

muscle spasms were existent.”  By comparison, in the present

case, the medical reports offered into evidence give no

indiction for what medical purpose the claimant was

prescribed either the Mobic or the Flexeril.

Second, I find this case distinguishable from

Jefferson, because in Jefferson the injured worker was

diagnosed with an objective finding of contusion or back

bruise5 in addition to receiving a prescription for
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(F501764).

6Accord Sparks v. Arkansas Department of Correction,
Full Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed April
30, 2010 (F800085); Denning v. Wal-Mart Associates, Full
Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed April 16,
2009 (F713079) reversed Denning v. Wal-Mart Associates, 2009
Ark. App. 842; Aycock-Coleman v. Quapaw Quarter Nursing &
Rehab Center, Full Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion
filed January 12, 2009 (F207899); Carl Bolt v. Bailey Paint
Co., Inc., Full Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion
filed September 17, 2008 (F606528)and Ard v. St. Vincent
Health Services, Full Workers’ Compensation Commission,
Opinion filed May 21, 2008 (F501764). [Each involving a
Flexeril prescription but distinguished from Jefferson
and/or Estridge on the facts of the case].

Flexeril.  Third, I also find this case distinguishable from

Jefferson because in that case the medical record contained

patient complaints of muscle spasm in addition to a

prescription for Flexeril.  

Where as here, the medical record contains

prescriptions for Flexeril and Mobic, but the record

contains no written indication as to what medical purpose

these drugs can normally serve or what medical purpose these

drugs were intended to serve for this patient, the record

contains no diagnosis linked in any way to either of these

drugs, and the record contains no other medical findings

which would satisfy the objective findings requirement, I

find that it would require impermissible speculation and

conjecture in order to conclude that the claimant has

satisfied the objective findings requirement on this

record.6  
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Because I find that the claimant has failed to

establish that he sustained a compensable shoulder injury, I

find that the additional issues of appropriate medical

treatment and attorney’s fees are thereby rendered moot.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The employee/employer/carrier relationship existed
between the parties on July 24, 2009.

2. The claimant was making an average weekly wage of
$850.00 which entitled him to a temporary total
disability rate of $562.00 per week. 

3. Any further benefits have been controverted in
their entirety.

4. The claimant has not been paid any benefits.

5. The claimant has failed to establish that he
sustained a compensable shoulder injury. 
Specifically, the claimant has failed to establish
by a preponderance of the credible evidence that
his alleged shoulder injury is support by
objective findings.

ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be,

and hereby is, respectfully denied.  The respondents are

directed to pay the court reporter’s fees and expenses 

within thirty (30) days of billing.  

IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
MARK CHURCHWELL
Administrative Law Judge


